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TOGETHER WE ARE ACE

Coming together is a beginning;
keeping together is progress;
working together is success.
HENRY FORD

LETTERS FROM
LEADERSHIP
A message from the President and CEO
want to formally thank and congratulate
David Ziegler for his years of service on the
Ace Board and in particular, his six years as
Chairman. I can say without reservation, that Ace
is a bigger, better company today because of
David’s leadership.

I

Total external debt was reduced $88 million
vs. last year and stands at $188 million.

EXTERNAL DEBT
2011
2012
2013

Mr. Ziegler is certainly going out at the top of
his game. I do not believe it incidental that as
David steps off the board and as we close the
books on 2013, your company will enter its 90th
Anniversary having delivered record sales, proﬁts,
productivity, ﬁll rates and patronage distributions
to shareholders.

CORPORATE PERFORMANCE
A quick tour of our ﬁnancials will reveal a stellar
year in almost every regard. Total Revenue topped
$4.2 billion, an 8.2% increase from 2012 (or 4.6%
excluding Westlake Ace retail numbers and related
accounting impacts).

TOTAL REVENUE
2011
2012

$3.7B
$3.8B

2013

Net Income hit $104.5 million, up 27.8% from
last year ($108.8 million excluding all Westlake
Accounting impacts).

NET INCOME
2011

Debt was reduced signiﬁcantly while equity
improved to $394.3 million. Return on shareholder
equity ended 2013 at an impressive 26.5%
and north of $100 million will be returned to
shareholders in cash, stock and notes. This
is in addition to the $47 million in up-front
dividends shareholders receive in STOP,
Bulletin and LTL Plus merchandise.

TOTAL SHAREHOLDER RETURN
2011
2012
2013

20/20 VISION RETAIL STRATEGY
The item for which I am most encouraged
however, is not record historical performance
but rather our prospects for the future. In 2013
we launched our long-term retail road map; 20/20
Vision, and together have exceeded our year one
objectives on every metric that matters. Among
the most noteworthy accomplishments are:
•

#1 in Customer Service for the 7th year in a row
according to J.D. Power & Associates.

•

#1 ranked Clark+Kensington Interior SemiGloss paint for the 2nd year in a row according
to a leading consumer magazine.

2012
2013

•

197 new stores globally with net store growth
of 102—a number not seen in two decades.

•

4.3% same-store retail sales growth and we
broke the nine-year streak by having increased
trafﬁc in the stores!

•

1,339 stores were ofﬁcially Certiﬁed Helpful by
their consumers, 790 stores became Supply
Place Certiﬁed, 4,100 Discovery Edge
category resets were completed and Ace
Rewards customers spent 7.8% more in your
stores than the year prior.

•

Inventory turns went north of ﬁve, ﬁll rates hit
a record 97.11% and our great distribution
team delivered record productivity for the 9th
year in a row.

•

And an impressive 75% of Ace retailers
reported in a recent survey that they generated
record net income for their enterprise. In the
end, this is the chief aim of our passion to
improve the store model.

seamless, highly convenient shopping experience
for your neighbors when and where they choose.
Visibility into your local store’s inventory for
immediate pickup is but one example of how we
plan to take ‘helpful’ to the next level.

TO THE PINNACLE

We’re off to a good start for sure—but plenty yet
to accomplish and much for which we can be
productively paranoid.
Of course, we had our share of stumbles as
well and we certainly have dozens of areas for
which we need meaningful improvement. Two in
particular will be focus areas for 2014. First, we
intend to deliver you a world-class ACENET tool
that allows you to search, evaluate and order
product with speed and excellence. The second
is our effort to integrate and leverage our digital
marketing assets to ensure we are delivering a

It never ceases to amaze me. When the entire
Ace team joins hands with a uniﬁed mission,
shared values and determined spirit—we not only
climb mountains; we move mountains. And what
inspires me most of all is how our vendor partners,
corporate employees and Ace retailers continue
to use their record success as a springboard to
signiﬁcance. It’s only ﬁtting that in the year we
set records on the P&L, you also opened up your
hearts and wallets wider than ever before with
$4.8 million in contributions to Children’s Miracle
Network Hospitals. And this doesn’t calculate the
countless contributions the Ace family makes to
their communities and local neighbors throughout
the year.
Make no mistake, the heart of Ace beats
big and strong!
Thanks for making Ace the Place!

John Venhuizen
President and CEO

A message from the Chairman of the Board
ongratulations on an extraordinary 2013!
On behalf of your Board of Directors, I want
to thank each and every one of you for your
commitment to your customers and Ace’s growth.
As our talented President and CEO, John Venhuizen
shared, some of the notable 2013 achievements
include surpassing a record $4 billion in wholesale
sales and over $100 million of net income.

C

Our founders and past Ace retailers would be so
proud of our achievements and perseverance.
Working together, Ace retailers, vendors and
team members have accomplished something
very few companies have ever achieved; 90 years
of helping our neighbors. As we celebrate Ace’s
90th Anniversary in 2014, we are 90-times blessed
to be in the business of serving others, with
each generation laying their own foundation of
bedrock to support the fertile soil from which
future generations will grow.
We have overcome economic depressions
and recessions, natural disasters and changing
competitive landscapes. Because of the time,
money and energy invested by those that have
served before us, the future of Ace Hardware
is VERY BRIGHT! In fact, it is so bright that this
past year many “next generation” entrepreneurs,
including my own son, have decided they, too,
want to pick up the torch and become leaders
within this great enterprise with retail stores in
more than 60 countries worldwide. That, my
friends, is something worth celebrating!
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As my 13 years of being an Ace Hardware
board member and six years as Chairman soon
come to a close, I would like to congratulate
all of you and thank you. It has been an honor
to lead in the roles within the Ace garden you
have entrusted to me. Ace Hardware is well
positioned for a prosperous future with Chairmanelect Jim Ackroyd and CEO John Venhuizen at
the helm.
Let me conclude with one of the true “secrets of
retail hardware success,” passed down from my
grandfather Lyle to each generation of Zieglers:
“You cannot sell bananas from an empty cart.”
Onward toward celebrating our 100 th
Anniversary year!
Sincerely,

David Ziegler
Chairman of the Board

4/10/14 4:37 PM
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YEAR IN REVIEW
The story
2013 was a successful year across the board. Ace achieved record corporate performance, reducing
debt and improving equity, and total revenue was up more than 8% from 2012. But perhaps the most
exciting accomplishment has been the launch of Ace’s long-term, customer-focused strategy, 20/20
Vision, which is designed to grow the Ace brand, deliver store-speciﬁc, proﬁtable growth and help Ace
retailers improve their stores’ performance.
Another requirement to achieve the 20/20 Vision is making sure stores have the right categories of
high-quality merchandise at competitive prices. The high number of store resets this year alone has
resulted in double-digit increases in gross proﬁts in every category.
All of Ace’s efforts underscore two key values: humility and continuous improvement. It’s not
surprising, then, that Ace has been recognized for the seventh year in a row by J.D. Power
and Associates for being number one in customer service.
Looking back on 2013, Ace can truly say that owning helpful pays!

5%

2012

GOAL

2013

/
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“... to win in this incredibly competitive paint category, the best thing to do longterm was to partner with a highly reputable organization like Valspar, a leading
brand in the market with world-class R&D and manufacturing capabilities.”
—John Surane, Executive Vice President, Marketing, Merchandising and Sales
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THE FUTURE
OF PAINT AT ACE
The Paint Studio™—the largest launch in the history
of Ace Hardware
y reinventing paint departments
across America, Ace is helping retailers
strengthen one of their best-performing
categories. The Paint Studio™ delivers an amazing
customer experience—one that delights retailers
and consumers alike. In an innovative move,
®
Ace partnered with Valspar to create The

B

Paint Studio™, a unique, boutique-style
store-within-a-store.
Ace’s partnership with Valspar began in early
2013. As part of this 20-year strategic alliance,
Valspar agreed to manufacture and supply
Ace-branded paint products to Ace retailers
while acquiring Ace’s paint manufacturing
assets, including two manufacturing facilities
near Chicago. The decision to sell these
facilities was thought through carefully. As John
Surane, executive vice president, marketing,
merchandising, and sales for Ace, notes, “The
Ace paint division served Ace very well for more
than 25 years. It was a proﬁtable entity that
made quality products for our retailers, and
there was no problem with it. But strategically, to
win in the incredibly competitive paint category,
the best thing to do long-term was to partner
with a highly reputable organization like Valspar,
a leading brand in the market with world-class
R&D and manufacturing capabilities.”
More than 3,000 stores have signed up
to refresh their paint departments by May
1, 2014. The new format includes many
aesthetic updates: new color chip racks with
large selections of colors alongside curated
collections and boutique drawers offering

creative project suggestions and style ideas.
®
There will be expanded assortments of Valspar branded paints, designed to target a diverse
®
customer base. The Clark+Kensington line, which
continues to gain momentum, will be prominently
featured and will remain an important piece of
Ace’s ongoing paint strategy.
®

®

Both Valspar and Clark+Kensington paints
can be custom-tinted with the help of the Novo®
Color HP water-based colorant system, another
new feature of The Paint Studio™ rollout. Retailers
will no longer need to invest in multiple colorant
systems, and store associates will now have to
learn only one system for tinting paints.
With these exciting new developments, Ace
will remain supportive of those retailers who
continue to carry the Benjamin Moore brand.
“Our job is to support the stores with the brands
and products they need in their local markets,”
Surane says. “Benjamin Moore is important to
some Ace retailers, and we respect that.”
The Paint Studio™ comes with a complete
training program designed to create expert sales
associates who are knowledgeable about both
products and projects. A special training force
called “The Color Crew” consists of 50 Ace paint
professionals who will assist retailers and their
employees during the rollout phase and beyond.
Ace believes that The Paint Studio™ provides
both a tremendous growth opportunity for
retailers and an even more amazing
experience for their customers.

/
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ACE OWNS
HELPFUL
Being helpful differentiates Ace from its competitors
ust imagine ... What if every single person
working in your store was ready, willing
and able to amaze every customer, every
time? Yes—AMAZE! And not just when “Bob”
is working, or when it’s slow, or when you get
lucky, but with predictable consistency—every
customer, every time! 100% Helpful—the reliable
fulﬁllment of Ace’s brand promise! Now, that’s
something to get excited about and why Helpful
101 Certiﬁcation was developed.

J

… Helpful 101 Certiﬁcation is all about change.
Changing the way associates think about
customers. Changing the way they think about
their jobs. Changing the way that all Ace
stores come together in a uniﬁed way to put a
proverbial stake in the ground and say, “We will
own helpful!”
FROM A LETTER WRITTEN TO ACE RETAILERS
BEGINNING THEIR HELPFUL 101 CERTIFICATION

Helpful 101 Certiﬁcation focuses on the
customer experience at the store level to
ensure that Ace stores are fulﬁlling the Ace
brand promise and delivering an amazing
customer experience to every customer every
time. To become certiﬁed, Ace associates ﬁrst
individually complete the Helpful 101 training
and then attend a week-long, team-based
certiﬁcation event. During the event, Ace
customers are invited to shop the store
and provide feedback that ultimately

determines whether or not a retailer becomes
certiﬁed. Once the retailer is certiﬁed, store
associates also go through the Helpful 101
Certiﬁcation process.
The goal? 100% helpful. The result? Predictable
and consistent customer service that translates to
higher units per transaction, increased conversion
rates, increased number of transactions, and
improved employee engagement.

HELPFUL
ACROSS THE GLOBE

“Helpful is our weapon in the world. And it is far more than just a slogan. It’s a
mission. We know we are truly blessed to be in the business of serving others.
And that is a mission we don’t take lightly.”
—John Venhuizen, President and CEO

Ace1219.indd 11
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20/20 VISION—
HIGH
ACHIEVEMENT
The ﬁrst 20/20 Vision Pinnacle store
in the nation
im and Patty Perry purchased Selkirk
Ace Hardware in Oldtown, Idaho, in 2005
without any prior retail experience. Jim
had worked in the timber industry, while Patty’s
career was in business administration. “We
didn’t know what we didn’t know!” says Jim.

J

includes customer appreciation days, December
shoppers’ nights, a booth at the county fair, and
hosting community fund-raising events.

The Perrys credit their success to the training
Ace provided and the support they received
from their fellow Ace retailers, who consistently
challenged them to improve.

One of Jim’s favorite sayings is, “If we are sitting
still, we are falling behind!” This attitude is what
drew the Perrys to the 20/20 Vision initiatives.
They were excited to sign on as Visionaries
and began working on their customized growth
plans. “We have appreciated such a systematic,
tailored approach to growth and proﬁtability,
resources we would not have had access to
without Ace. Ace has our back, and it has
resulted in increased sales,” Jim says.

Selkirk Ace Hardware is an 11,400-square-foot
store serving a rural community of 24,000
residents. The store prominently features all the
key core hardware departments as well as a few
niches—sporting goods, ﬁrearms, ﬁreplaces,
and an extensive outdoor greenhouse. From
the start, Jim and Patty wanted their store to be
a friendly, fun, comfortable place to be—“like
going to your neighbor’s.” Local involvement

Jim and Patty Perry’s Ace store is the ﬁrst
20/20 Vision Pinnacle Store, but hundreds more
retailers are following their lead, working hard to
live the 20/20 Vision!

20/20 Vision is Ace’s long-term strategy for retail growth.
Pinnacle Performance Retailing helps Ace retailers
improve their performance, yielding higher top-line
revenues, increased bottom-line profits, and improved ROI.
Accelerated Store Growth increases the number of new
Ace-branded stores and reduces the number of stores
that leave Ace or close.
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Urban Conversion—
Mazzone
Ace Hardware,
Brooklyn, N.Y.
A progressive urban retailer converts to Ace
azzone’s has been a family business
since Salvatore Mazzone founded his
store in 1950 in the Carroll Gardens
area of Brooklyn. His grandson, Matt, now owns
the business, which formerly was a True Value
hardware store and has converted to Ace.
Over the years Matt was a very high proﬁle True
Value retailer, well known by all the retailers in
the Brooklyn market. With his conversion to Ace,
he plans to advocate for recruiting other stores.
He’s a visionary who knows how to connect
with his community, and his customers are
many and loyal.

M

Something that is a big draw for an urban
market is Mazzone’s dedicated outdoor area.
During the Halloween season, for instance,
Mazzone Hardware sells 40,000 pounds of
pumpkins on average. Mazzone’s also has a
thriving Benjamin Moore paint department, and
Matt purchases a million dollars worth of paint
product each year. He’s thrilled to now also be
able to offer the Craftsman line along with the
other advantages he enjoys as part of the
Ace family.

As one satisﬁed customer said, “Mazzone is a
great neighborhood hardware store. They’ve got
all the basic stuff you need … but what really
makes this place great are the salespeople!
They are all so nice and helpful. Wonderful
independent stores like this are the reason
Carroll Gardens is a great place to live.
Thanks, Mazzone Hardware!”

/
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The Helpful Place—Helpful in Every Way,
Everywhere, for Everyone.

AC E H A R D WA R E 2 013 A N N UA L R E P O R T

HELPFUL IN
EVERY WAY—
ACE’S PRESENCE
IN INDONESIA
Ace celebrates 18-year presence in Indonesia
ith the theme “The Helpful Place—
Helpful in Every Way, Everywhere,
for Everyone,” Ace is celebrating their
18-year presence in Indonesia and will proudly open
their 100th store in mid-2014 with a new campaign.
From 100% cash back vouchers offered to the
ﬁrst 100 customers to special displays highlighting
the top 100 products, Ace communicates a strong
message: 100% helpful, 100% of the time.

W

As part of the publicity efforts for this celebration,
Ace store associates nationwide have been
demonstrating their helpfulness by giving back
to the community through volunteer work in the
following ways:
•

Landmark cleaning: Ace Indonesia stores
cleaned a total of 22 iconic landmarks
across 17 cities.

•

Kerja bakti: Ace volunteers cleaned
mosques, churches, temples, and other
public facilities.

•

Trees for Tomorrow: Ace Indonesia manages
a large tree plantation, hires local workers,
and helps the local economy. To date they
have given away 650,000 trees, with a goal
of giving away one million.

•

Rupiah untuk Rumah: Ace stores in
Indonesia collect donations at cashier points
for Habitat for Humanity to build homes for
unfortunate families in Indonesia.

PT Ace Hardware was established in 1995 as a
subsidiary company of the largest commercial and
industrial supply company in Indonesia, opening
its ﬁrst store in Karawaci, Tangerang in 1995. In
addition to gearing up for the 100th store milestone,
Ace Indonesia also has the largest Ace-branded
store on the planet.

/
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PARTNERSHIP +
FRIENDSHIP =
SUCCESS
Childhood friends become business
partners, and success is the result
iguel Attong and Kenny Richards
are lifelong friends, having grown up
together in Trinidad. Kenny and his family
moved to the United States when he was eleven
years old, and Niguel moved to the States to
attend college at 19.

N

After graduation, Niguel opened Healis, a
pediatric therapy and rehabilitation facility for
children, eventually owning and operating ﬁve
facilities. He went on to work for an Ace retailer
in the Miami area, becoming operations
manager/general manager for a four-store chain.
In the meantime, Kenny and his family were
busy owning and operating greenhouses where
they grew ornamental plants. Having stayed in
touch over the years, Kenny and Niguel began
discussing opportunities for a hardware store
in the Kissimmee area and decided to move
forward with an Ace store, and Ace Home
and Supply Center opened in Kissimmee
on June 25, 2012.
Kenny and Niguel prove that friends can be
successful business partners.
Right from the start, Ace Home and Supply
Center’s ﬁnancial performance was impressive.
The owners attribute their success to their focus

on the vast B2B customer base that exists in
the Kissimmee area coupled with an aggressive
approach to win new customers. In addition,
they focus on walk-in, do-it-yourself business,
which has been surprisingly strong and
continues to grow through their advertising and
marketing efforts. The store is on track to end its
ﬁrst year 23% above its pro forma target.
Niguel and Kenny are natural networkers and
have done much to expand customer awareness
in their local community, the Four Corners area
of Kissimmee. Successful events include:
•

Customer Lunch-and-Learn Expos—vendors
discuss product usage, new innovations, and
answer customers’ questions.

•

Green Bag Program—food donations
and backpacks for homeless children.

•

Customer Appreciation Days—partnering
with local Boy Scouts to offer grilled burgers
and hot dogs to shoppers.

Nigel and Kenny’s strong presence in the
community has only helped to strengthen
the Ace brand in Kissimmee. Every day they
work hard to fulﬁll Ace’s “helpful promise.”

AC E H A R D WA R E 2 013 A N N UA L R E P O R T

ABOVE
FIRST YEAR
PRO FORMA
TARGET
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A WELCOME
COMMUNITY
SPACE
Annie’s Ace Hardware, Washington, D.C.
nnie’s Ace Hardware opened in February
2012 in the Petworth area of Washington,
D.C., which has gone from a little known
neighborhood to what the Washington Post calls
“a burgeoning D.C. hotspot,” home to an eclectic
and changing mix of residents.

A

Owner Annie Stom is passionate about Petworth—
one of the reasons she decided to open an Ace
store was the desire to create jobs for the people
of her community. She and her staff have a clear
mission statement: “to create a welcoming
community space and a focal point of activity
within the neighborhood.”
Annie’s team lives that mission by hosting
numerous events, including a Children’s Miracle
Network Hospital fundraiser. The store supports
The Bike House, a nonproﬁt group that provides
a free bicycle repair and maintenance clinic at
Annie’s every Saturday. One day each month,
the store also hosts the Washington Humane
Society’s kitten adoption, which has earned
Annie’s the highest adoption rate of any of the
Society’s adoption sites. From car washes in the
parking lot to cookie sales in the store, Annie’s Ace
Hardware helps local schools, boys and girls
clubs, and local Girl Scout troops. Our troops
aren’t forgotten, either—Annie’s will be the primary
sponsor for Washington, D.C.’s Armed Forces
Retirement Home’s 2014 Spring Fling.
In September, her staff became Helpful 101
Certiﬁed with a certiﬁcation score of 96.52%.
Annie says, “As a new store, understanding and

committing to the Ace 20/20 Vision has helped us
to focus our efforts on the metrics that differentiate
us from the big box store. Amazing customer
service, improved inventory control, enrolling
customers in Ace Rewards, and recognizing
the opportunities of B2B (The Supply Place)
have helped us to achieve Pinnacle status.
That focus has been critical to our success
and provides a great model not just for a new
store such as Annie’s but also for established
stores who want to keep growing and improving.”
There’s one member of Annie’s team who is
especially loved by staff and customers, old
and young alike: a small dog named Ursula, who
serves as the head of security and functions as the
store’s ofﬁcial “greeter.” She mysteriously arrived
on Annie’s doorstep in May 2012, just months after
the store opened. She was skinny as a rail, with
a matted coat and no collar. Today, Ursula has a
job, room and board, and health beneﬁts.

Whether they’ve been
here for weeks or for
generations, Petworth’s
residents love its tightknit spirit and local
businesses—like
Annie’s Ace Hardware.

/
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THE HOMETOWN
HARDWARE
STORE
Mitchell’s key to success can be
summed up in one word: Helpful
itchell Ace Hardware in West Bend,
Ore. is not your typical hardware store.
First of all, it’s a true hometown store,
located in the middle of the neighborhood it
serves. Secondly, it doesn’t look like a typical
hardware store. Instead there are three separate
retail areas divided by a central entrance. The
store was built in phases, as both the business
and surrounding area grew. The original business
wasn’t a hardware store at all—it provided
seamstress services and a sewing school.

M

Owner Bob Mitchell caught the vision of how an
Ace Hardware store could ﬁt the eclectic lifestyle
of West Bend. The goal was to harmonize with
the lifestyle of the area, with residents ranging in
age from eight to 80. The challenge was making
the necessary improvements to the existing
building along with major cleanup and repair of
the grounds, parking lot, and exterior without
losing the existing look and feel of the
neighborhood. Mission accomplished!
With a strong commitment to 20/20 Vision
to “fulﬁll the helpful promise,” Mitchell Ace
Hardware is one of the largest supporters
of the “Ace Rewards” program in Oregon.
Customers never leave the store without being
asked about the rewards card and having the
beneﬁts explained to them. Bob’s key to success

is summed up in one word: “Helpful.” Local
promotions, donations, and community support
are given a high priority, and store associates
receive bonuses for extreme customer service.
As Bob says, “Anybody can buy and sell
hardware, but our stores stand out above the
rest for customer service. The best service is
free—everything else we charge for—so you
have to make your impression lasting.”
Bob sets the tone, but his staff creates the
welcoming and homey feeling customers get
the minute they enter the store. Associates are
encouraged to have fun at what they do. You
won’t ﬁnd employees standing around behind
the counter or hiding out in the back room. The
action is on the ﬂoor, helping customers. Service
is king at Mitchell Ace Hardware, so associates
that are not service-oriented don’t last long.
Bend, Ore., has a strong local merchant
mindset, and West Bend is the capital of
“Go local or go home.” That’s why Mitchell Ace
Hardware ﬁts so well. If you are ever in the West
Bend neighborhood, Bob invites you to come by,
sit on the covered porch, and visit with the locals
about “their Ace store”—and make sure you
enjoy one of the cookies that the staff regularly
serves. It’s all part of the charm!

AC E H A R D WA R E 2 013 A N N UA L R E P O R T
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Ace is a real moneymaker—
the best department in the store!
JOHN STOKES

AC E H A R D WA R E 2 013 A N N UA L R E P O R T

Ace Hardware
Stokes Market:
A Recipe for
Success
John Stokes takes one-stop shopping to the next level
tokes Market in Salem, Utah, is not
your ordinary grocery store. It began as
a small, family-owned business that put
customer service ﬁrst. As a new store, it hadn’t
quite gotten on its feet until John Stokes stepped
in and purchased it. He wanted to reduce the
grocery portion, and he came up with an innovative
solution. Instead of just a hardware department,
he added a hardware store, and Ace Hardware
Stokes Market was born. He knew Ace would
be an excellent anchor to his new enterprise
because of its reputation and commitment
to customer service.

S

Stokes Ace now ﬁlls 8,000 square feet of the total
42,000 square-foot store space, and the results
speak for themselves. The overall store revenue is
up 10% over 2012, and the hardware revenue
is up 10% as well.
Adding the Ace Hardware store has only added
beneﬁt to the grocery side of the business, with
the hardware trafﬁc helping to increase grocery
sales. But the real magic is the proﬁtability of the
hardware store. As owner John Stokes says,

“Ace is a real moneymaker—the best department
in the store!” The hardware margins have allowed
Stokes to be more aggressively priced in the
market, helping him to compete with local
big-box grocery stores.

/
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Caring and
Sharing, Building
and Expanding
“Grill Your Ace Off” and a major store expansion
ill Murff, proud owner of Cypress
Ace Hardware in Houston, is a huge
Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals
supporter. He combines those two passions into
building a successful business and giving back
to his local community. His “Grill Your Ace Off”
event, held in October, is billed as the ultimate
grilling event, with all proceeds going to Texas
Children’s Hospital. At the event, participants
also got great deals on the grills used in the
competition while they helped donate to a worthy
cause. The event raised $9,106—bringing his
fundraising grand total to $18,570 for the year.

B

The event featured one family that has been
profoundly touched by the CMNH. Raelyn
Cutbirth is a beautiful little toddler currently
ﬁghting cancer with the help of Texas Children’s
Hospital, and her parents spoke at the event,
as well as at the Greater Houston CMNH Golf
Tournament held two days later.

CONTINUED GROWTH
When Bill acquired Cypress Ace Hardware, it
was an underperforming store. Now it is one
of Ace’s top performers. While others might be
satisﬁed with this accomplishment, Bill sees
growth and development ahead. A major store
expansion is in progress, which will double his

square footage and signiﬁcantly increase the
amount of product offerings for his customers.
And that’s what it’s really all about for Bill—
putting his customers ﬁrst and providing them
with world-class service.

Thank you to everyone
who came out to
support our local
Children’s Miracle
Network Hospital,
Texas Children’s
Hospital! A special
thank you to the
Cypress Ace Hardware
Team for their
fundraising efforts!
JENNY NEWCOMER CUTBIRTH,
RAELYN’S MOM (VIA FACEBOOK)

Forging a Path
to Success
The Alamo team is all about world-class
customer service
lamo Ace Hardware in Alamo, Calif. was
originally part of the Yard Birds chain
and then sold to Home Depot. Owner
Christopher Kretz took over in 2007, turning it
into an Ace Hardware store and rebuilding
it into the thriving business it is today.

A

With 35,000 square feet, Alamo Ace is one of
the largest hardware stores in the Bay area. This
allows Alamo to showcase its unique assortments
to a broad customer base. As part of Kretz’s goal
to provide top-notch service to the surrounding
community, Alamo has developed large niche
businesses that have proven to be winners.
A separate Garden Center is open year-round,
staffed with trained associates that educate and
help customers with all their gardening needs.
Inside the store, the Kitchen Nook, spanning
close to 10,000 square feet, features everything
from a large array of housewares and kitchen
gadgets to upscale appliances designed for the
most discriminating chefs. Cooking classes and
gardening workshops entice local residents to
shop as well as learn.
The Alamo Team—Christopher Kretz, Keith
Gilbert, and Brian Riney—proudly demonstrate
every day that “Together, We Are Ace.” They are

pillars in their communities, regularly taking part
in local events hosted by the city of Alamo. In
addition to the success of the Alamo location,
Christopher Kretz and his team recently
expanded their business by opening a new store
in Danville, Calif. While this is a smaller store, the
goal is the same: to be an important part of the
community and operate one of the most helpful
stores on the planet.
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“It’s hard to find the brand of old-fashioned compassion, kindness and humor
you and your family somehow manage to weave into providing good business
and services...”
—Tarboro resident
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Service
Above Self
Amazing customers for four generations
and counting
arrow-Pitt Ace Hardware is more
than just a great hardware store;
it’s an iconic presence in the Tarboro,
N.C. community, where the Pitt family has been
amazing customers for four generations.

M

During its 100 th Anniversary Celebration in
October 2013, friends, family, and customers
gathered to congratulate the Pitt family for
100 years of service to the community. Many
individuals approached Ace District Manager
Jeff Jenkins to share stories of how the Pitts
exemplify the concept of “service above self.”
One gentleman explained that his specialneeds daughter desperately needed a part
for a medical device that is typically carried
by hardware stores. It was very early on a
Sunday morning, however, and the girl needed it
immediately. A call to Joe Pitt at home resulted
in a no-questions-asked trip to the store for
the customer. He told Jenkins that he now
shops exclusively at Marrow-Pitt Ace. What is
extraordinary about this story is that it is the
norm, not the exception.
The following excerpt from a letter written by
a Tarboro resident sums up the attitude that
Bernice, Joe, and Mears Pitt and their staff

live every day, an attitude that will continue
to touch future generations:
“You really are the center of town. Marrow-Pitt is
more than just a hardware store—it’s where you
go to get that small repair part, friendly advice,
or a good laugh. It’s hard to ﬁnd the brand of
old-fashioned compassion, kindness and humor
you and your family somehow manage to weave
into providing good business and services, but
I know that Tarboro would be a very different
place without your presence. So here’s to the
next century, new ways of doing things, and
the constancy of family, honor, and the very
best of small-town values.”

/
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2013 ACE
ALL-STAR
Ellie Fontanetta
llie Fontanetta, a 9-year-old with a
huge smile who was born with spina
biﬁda, received the surprise of a lifetime
when The Ace Foundation visited her school in
Lockport, Ill., and announced in front of her 720
classmates that she had been chosen as the
very ﬁrst Ace Cares for Kids All-Star.

E

Ellie was diagnosed with spina biﬁda before
she was born, and the Fontanettas’ lives changed
forever. However, they will be the ﬁrst to tell you that
it’s made them stronger, closer, and more grateful
than they ever could have imagined. Much of this
is due to the care and support they received at
their local Children’s Miracle Network Hospital,
Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital of
Chicago. Says Ellie’s mom, Nikki:
“Lurie Children’s gave us more than hope—
they opened our hearts to feeling joy again ...
They taught us how to ﬁght for Ellie, and she has
surpassed expectations and deﬁed most of the
odds given to her. As a family, we don’t let anything
stop us. We have a rule in our house. We don’t
use the contraction can’t—instead we say we
‘can try.’
Ellie makes excellent grades, plays sled hockey,
miracle league baseball, dances ballet and tap,
and is in Girl Scouts. Through generous Ace retailer
and customer donations in partnership with CMNH,
children like Ellie get the care they deserve.”
As the Ace All-Star, Ellie served as the face for
all of Ace’s CMNH fundraising events across the

country, bringing hope and smiles to everyone
she met. “I’m raising money to help other kids,”
Ellie says proudly.
Retailers across the country quickly fell in love
with Ellie and welcomed her into the Ace Family.
The Chicagoland retailers, who were fortunate to
have Ellie and her family in their stores all year,
will be the ﬁrst to tell you that this girl inspired
them, their teams and their customers to do
more. “Having Ellie in our stores was not only
inspiring, it was motivating,” noted Dan Olson of
Olson’s Ace Hardware in Franklin Park, Ill.

Her amazing energy and
generous spirit motivated
all of us to come together
as a group and set some
lofty fundraising goals—
and thanks to Ellie, we
not only met them, we
exceeded them, raising
more than $144,000
in Chicago this year.
We did it for Ellie.
DAN OLSON
OLSON ACE HARDWARE OF FRANKLIN PARK, ILL.

Our goal for this promotion is not only to raise
funds for the local Children’s Miracle Network
Hospitals, but to drive traffic and sales
in the stores—it’s a win for the retailers
and a win for the local kids.
CHRIS DOUCET
A C E F O U N D AT I O N
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ACE CARES
FOR KIDS
In-Store promotions for Children’s Miracle
Network Hospitals
ne of the most powerful ways that Ace
raises money for Children’s Miracle
Network Hospitals is through donations
from its retailers and their customers. This year’s
in-store fundraising campaign, “Ace Cares for
Kids,” featured 2013 Ace All-Star Ellie Fontanetta
on special icons that were “sold” at the register
for a donation of a dollar or more, with 100% of
the money raised beneﬁting the local CMNH
in that community.

O

The Ace Cares for Kids icon campaign took
place in stores from July 1–31, 2013, and to date
retailers raised more than $478,000 for CMNH
across the country through donations and
events surrounding the campaign.
To recognize the extraordinary efforts of the top
fundraising Ace stores, the Foundation announced
the winners of the second annual Regional Store
Contest. The contest recognized the individual
store in each of ﬁve regions of the United States
who raised the most money through icon sales
and donations during the month of July.
•

Central: Cypress Ace Hardware, Houston,
raised $7,288

•

West: Clevenger’s Ace Hardware, Caruthers,
Calif., raised $6,749

•

South: S&S Ace Hardware, Buford, Ga.,
raised $5,270

•

Midwest: Olson’s Ace Hardware, Franklin
Park, Ill., raised $3,848

•

East: Miller’s Ace Hardware, McMurray,
Penn., raised $3,563

AND THEN THERE’S
THE BUCKET PROMOTION!
The ﬁrst CMNH Bucket Promotion was a huge
success. For a $5 donation to their local CMNH,
customers at participating Ace retailers received a
specially designed bucket and a 20% discount on
whatever they could ﬁt in the bucket.
The 2013 event proved to be a success not only
for the Ace Foundation and CMNH, but also for
Ace retailers. More than 1,300 Ace retailers took
part last year, raising nearly $440,000 for CMNH
across the country. Retailers who participated
averaged a sales increase of 9% when measured
against the same period in the previous year.
Because the ﬁrst CMNH bucket promotion
was such a local success, it will be ready for
the national stage in 2014, backed by national
TV and radio advertising.

/
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HONORING
MARK SCHULEIN
At Crown Ace Hardware, kids come first
very year, Children’s Miracle Network
Hospitals recognize a corporate person
of the year, an individual whose tireless
efforts and exceptional attitude have made a
difference for the lives of children served by
their local CMNH.

E

The Ace Foundation, together with the four
CMNHs that beneﬁt from the funds that
Crown Ace Hardware (a 17-store chain) raises,
nominated owner Mark Schulein for this honor,
and he was chosen as the 2013 Corporate
Person of the Year Runner-Up.
Over the past ﬁve years, under Mark’s
leadership, the team at Crown Ace Hardware
has raised nearly $100,000 for local CMNH.
Mark emphasizes that he couldn’t accomplish
anything without his team. He says, “I beat the
drum, but they do all the hard work—they are the
ones who should be acknowledged for the major
contributions they make to CMNH.”

“It’s a joy to support such a remarkable
organization,” Mark says. “As both a business
owner and a father, I feel deeply committed
to supporting the CMNH.”
Mark Schulein demonstrates how much can
be accomplished when someone is dedicated
to being both helpful and leading by example.
The Ace Foundation is proud and honored
to have Mark as an advocate for kids
everywhere, making him a most deserving
recipient of this award.

He is a firm believer
that what you give,
you get back and then
some—and he shares
that with his team.
FROM THE NOMINATION FORM

In addition, Mark serves on The Ace
Foundation’s national retailer fundraising
committee, where he has been instrumental in
helping to develop best practices for CMNH
fundraising efforts across the country.
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ACE GOING
ABOVE & BEYOND
The view is worth the climb

A

ce ended 2013 with record sales, record proﬁts, record ﬁll rates, record turnover, record RSC
productivity, record incentive payouts to employees and record fundraising for Children’s
Miracle Network Hospitals. We set big goals for 2013, and we collectively crushed them.

Along the way Ace reduced atrophy, ended a nine-year decline in retail transactions, won recognition
from J.D. Power for the seventh time and opened 152 new domestic stores.
With the commitment and hard work of Ace retailers, over 1,000 paint departments were reinvented,
almost 3,000 stores achieved “Visionary” status, and nearly 800 Supply Place Certiﬁcations are
already in place.
Ace has a great team—from the retailers and associates in the stores to the folks in the Retail Support
Centers and in Oak Brook, there is a strong commitment to customer satisfaction and a generous
spirit that comes through in ways both big and small. It shows in great customer service in the stores,
dedicated community involvement, and philanthropic endeavors to support CMNH.
Ace made great strides in 2013, paving the way for an even more successful year in 2014.

TOGETHER

WE ARE ACE

Ace Hardware Corporation
2 2 0 0 Kensi ngton C our t | Oak Brook, IL 60523
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